
Join the Operations Team.

We’re creating a world where 
passion and potential define 

your future.



What we do.
• Project Access helps socioeconomically disadvantaged, 

highly talented young people succeed with their 
applications to top universities. 

• We aim to eradicate injustices in access to Ivy League 
and Russel Group universities.

• Our tech-driven approach combines a proven 
mentoring scheme with EdTech to teach applicants the 
skills required to succeed with their applications.

learn more about the access problem and what we do here: 
projectaccess.org/theproblem/

Who we are.
• We’re a volunteer-driven social startup, with about 200 

team members in 25 countries.
• We’ve helped over 1,900 applicants with our amazing 

community of over 2,800 mentors, all studying at a top 
university.

• We’re rapidly expanding in new regions, aiming to 
double the number of people we help per year to 2,000 
in the 2018-19 season.

learn more about who we are: projectaccess.org/who-we-
are/

How you can help.
• Join our operations team that runs our services and the 

technology behind it. 
• Gain valuable leadership experience, build a global 

network and learn new skills along the way.
• Benefit from our internal mentoring programme for 

career development and land amazing internships at 
companies like McKinsey, Google or Spotify.

• Help talented people earn a spot at their dream school.

learn more about volunteering for project access: 
projectaccess.org/join-our-team/

About us.
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The Operations Team.
The operations team is at the very core of project access, 
developing our technology and managing our international 
expansion.
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Why you should join our team.
• See methods of agile teamwork put into practice.
• Discover the entrepreneur in you, in a high-impact but 

low-risk environment.
• Gain valuable leadership experience with motivated, 

committed team members in an international startup.
• Develop new technologies, business strategies and 

impact concepts for an international organisation with 
proven impact.

• Participate in project access congresses and gain an 
international network of contacts.

• Build a network with high-profile advisors and get 
references for internships and job applications.

What the operations team does.
• We create or procure the technology we use to help 

socioeconomically disadvantaged young people around 
the world secure a spot at their dream university.

• We develop strategies to increase our effectiveness, 
scalability and expand to new regions around the world.

• We set goals for country teams and work with them to 
ensure every single applicant gets our attention when 
they need it.

• We ensure our technology conforms to the law and treats 
individual data responsibly from a moral standpoint.

In short, we run the business.

Interested?
If you’re willing to commit at least 5 hours of your time per 
week to project access, have a look at the open roles in our 
team below, or on our website:

The Operations Team is part of Project Access International, 
coordinating our activities around the globe.

Apply now.

https://projectaccess.typeform.com/to/vYzqHe


Lead our US Expansion.

International Applicants 
Programme Strategist – US
As International Programme Strategist for the United States you will 
identify the key hurdles international applicants encounter when applying 
to US universities and identify the skills and knowledge international 
applicants need to succeed with their applications. You will provide advice 
to country teams around the globe on how to improve their services to 
applicants interested in US universities and formulate requirements for 
Project Access International and the product developers to service them 
better.

Key Responsibilities
• research current situation of international applicants applying to US 

universities and identify key obstacles
• create knowledge and identify skills necessary for international 

applicants to succeed with applications in the US
• collaborate with country teams on creating knowledge databases, 

recruiting mentors and devising better support for international 
applicants to US universities

Key Requirements
• ideally, background as international student at US university
• strong research skills
• ability to identify skills and create training materials for applicants
• independent work ethic
• strong commitment to Project Access cause

Why You Should Choose this Role
• opportunity to potentially pave the way to success for thousands of 

underprivileged, talented young people around the globe
• teamwork experience at the intersection of technology, science and 

learning
• leadership experience with all our country teams, potentially building a 

team of dedicated team members in all country teams

Domestic Applicants Programme 
Strategist – US
As Regional Programme Strategist for the United States you will be 
in charge of identifying the key access problems in the United States 
and formulating a business strategy of (a) solving the access problem 
for the domestic US market and (b) leveraging US activities to attract 
funding to Project Access. This role is at the intersection of operations 
and business development, key for driving our mission to help applicants 
from untraditional backgrounds around the globe and reaching a state of 
financial sustainability.

Key Responsibilities
• researching the access problem in the US by drawing on recent studies 

and doing market research
• creating a network of contacts in the access sphere in the US
• liaising with leading universities and businesses to identify potential 

revenue streams
• setting requirements for product and content development for US 

market
• creating organisational and business plan for US market
• independent, driven and ambitious
• working closely together with US country team to identify current 

pains and development opportunities; feedback this to Project Access 
International

Key Requirements
• strong analytical and research abilities
• background in business or management studies desirable
• background or experience in management consulting desirable
• strong networking skills
• familiarity with access problem in the US

Why You Should Choose this Role
• develop business model for a nonprofit for largest world economy
• gain experience relevant in strategy consulting, business development 

and edtech sector
• possibility and “a mission” to create network of advisors and senior 

leaders of top businesses and universities
• large degree of freedom, independence and room to prove not only 

analytical skills but also creativity and shape our long-term development 
in the US

Regional Success Owner – 
America
As Regional Success Owner you will set goals for and support our country 
teams’ local applicant cohort supervisors, who are in charge of securing 
the success of participants in our programmes in their country. You identify 
local needs, devise strategies for meeting these in collaboration with 
country teams and ensure country teams receive they support they need 
to achieve their goals from Project Access International.

Key Responsibilities
• gain in-depth knowledge of the particular requirements of applicants 

in your regions
• implement the organisation-wide strategy in your region
• communicate with and provide support to country teams
• instill a sense of ownership for the success of our applicants in country 

team members
• drive and contribute to product development sprints
• coordinate activities of your region with other regions and create 

resources and knowledge for project access to increase our effectiveness 
in the long run

Key Requirements
• experience with formulating and implementing goals with teams
• managerial skills, in particular communication skills
• strategic thinking
• tech-savvy
• passion for the project access cause

Why You Should Choose this Role
• leadership experience in agile framework
• possibility to drive results with immediate impact
• work at the intersection of technology, operations and project 

management
• relevant experience for leadership positions in any industry as well as 

consulting and technology

Apply now.

https://projectaccess.typeform.com/to/vYzqHe


Improve our Technology.

EdTech Expert
As EdTech Expert it will be your task to source technologies that help us 
achieve our mission of helping applicants from untraditional background 
with their university application on scale. 

Technology enables us to reach more people more efficiently and it will be 
your task to identify the right technologies from a learning and teaching 
perspective. We want our tools not only to look cool but also to be used 
and effective.

Key Responsibilities
• independently research the EdTech market for ideas on how to improve 

or supplement our portfolio of services
• assess current portfolio of services on effectivity and devise plans on 

how to improve effectiveness
• ideate new low-cost interventions to maximise our impact

Key Requirements
• background in psychology, pedagogics or didactics desirable
• interest in EdTech
• willingness to communicate heavily with external entities, representing 

project access
• strong conceptual skills and ability to formulate workflows and deal 

with complexity

Why You Should Choose this Role
• opportunity to potentially pave the way to success for thousands of 

underprivileged, talented young people around the globe
• teamwork experience at the intersection of technology, science and 

learning
• get overview of state of the art in edtech industry

Web Designer
As web designer you’ll be in charge of designing our key tools, ensuring 
our users fell comfortable and are not overwhelmed with the amount of 
information we present them with. You’ll give our systems a corporate 
identity-conforming look and ensure people find their way around.

Key Responsibilities
• desiging or re-designing the project access online platform and tools
• implement design-thinking principles in teamwork  and agile practices
• work closely with developers and operations team
• work in 2-week sprints, incrementally building and improving our 

systems
• work with external providers to integrate and improve tech solutions 

we’ve procured from external partners

Key Requirements
• web design skills
• ideally educational background in design and/or web design
• some knowledge of design thinking
• motivated to work in a team and meet requirements set in collaboration 

with others

Why You Should Choose this Role
• this is an opportunity to put your skills to use in a real-world application, 

potentially benefiting thousands of young people with their applications
• add the results of your work to your portfolio
• experience working in an agile team

Software Developer
As software developer you’ll be working on delivering the functionality 
project access needs at scale. This is a chance to work on a real-life 
application that’s constantly improving in an agile environment. The goal 
is to create a one-stop online tool that significantly increases the chances 
of underprivileged university applicants landing a spot at their dream 
university.

Key Responsibilities
• develop or improve a project access online platform, delivering a 

mentoring solution, a learning management system and community 
features

• work in 2-week sprints and constantly improve a work in progress
• communicate intensely with rest of operations team to identify best 

way of creating new features
• source and set up user management system
• source and embed externally procured technologies to generate results 

and new features quickly
• document newly created features
• train admins and rest of operations team in operating the platform
 
Key Requirements
• software development skills
• ideally background in computer science / IT
• ideally experience with building resilient user management systems
• ability to work as part of a developer team
• willingness and ability to source software externally

Why You Should Choose this Role
• leadership experience in agile framework
• possibility to drive results with immediate impact
• work at the intersection of technology, operations and project 

management
• this is an opportunity to put your skills to use in a real-world application, 

potentially benefiting thousands of young people with their applications
• add the results of your work to your portfolio

Apply now.

https://projectaccess.typeform.com/to/vYzqHe


Improve our Processes.

Head of Enterprise Software
Do you want to be in charge of ensuring the efficient flow of data for 200+ 
volunteer team members? Are you interested in structuring the complexity 
of sharing knowledge across our growing teams whilst ensuring data 
security in a multinational organisation?

This is a unique opportunity to implement your skills at system-thinking, 
organisational design and data security, using professional software, such 
as the Microsoft Enterprise Suite. You’ll be responsible for making data, 
files and documents accessible to all project access teams around the 
world and think of a smart and efficient way of disseminating information 
across the organisation.

Key Responsibilities
• Strategically design and manage data flow and storage processes, that 

maintain agility and scope for fast innovation across the organisation, 
and that are compliant with GDPR requirements.

• Design and implement data access levels for members of project 
access.

• Develop and formulate data treatment policies for project access 
internally that correspond to our high ethical standards.

Key Requirements
• leadership experience
• ideally, experience with administering business IT systems
• ideally, experience with administering Microsoft Office 365, Sharepoint 

and Microsoft Azure AD
• interest in creating automated flows of data, ensuring efficiency and 

security
• tech-savvy
• self-starter

Why You Should Choose this Role
• this role gives you the opportunity to gain leadership experience and 

structure the IT processes for a 200+ user organisation
• this role is for people interested in technology, business software, 

efficiency and digitisation
• it’s a great preparation for jobs and internships in IT consultancy and 

technology more generally
• it’s also great for any operations role, you learn how to structure the 

flow of information, which is essential for a working business

Workflow and Automation 
Officer
Are you interested in improving the work- and dataflows in a multinational 
organisation? Do you want to expand your knowledge of how to use 
technology and AI to help our work run smoothly, effortlessly, efficiently 
and yet securely?

As Workflow and Automation Officer, you’ll be in charge of defining, 
implementing and communicating all standard processes of work across 
the project access organisation, helping our volunteers to achieve their 
goals efficiently and with the help of up-to-date technology. You’ll be 
sourcing and implementing the tools we need to get work done, quickly.

Key Responsibilities
• identify and optimise standardised workflows across the organisation 

(for example: onboarding procedures)
• ensure our 200+ team members across project access have correct 

access level to data and that they find resources easily
• source and implement the tools we need to manage our workflows

Key Requirements
• structured thinking
• ability to create workflows
• ideally, experience with automating workflows
• ideally, experience with Microsoft Office 365 Suite and Sharepoint in 

particular
• tech-savvy
• detail-oriented
• independent

Why You Should Choose this Role
• this role is for people interested in technology, business software, 

efficiency and digitisation
• it’s a great preparation for jobs and internships in IT consultancy and 

technology more generally
• it’s also great for any operations role, you learn how to structure the 

flow of information, which is essential for a working business

Business Development Services 
Officer
Are you interested in building the technological resources that help our 
sales-team drive revenue and stay on top of enquiries from partner 
institutions? Are you passionate about the latest CRM technologies 
(customer relations management) and modern marketing strategies (e.g.: 
inbound marketing)?

As Business Development Services Officer, you’ll be in charge of setting up 
a CRM software to ensure we can run our mentoring platform sustainably 
in the long run. Your role will be crucial for making handovers smooth in an 
organisation with an incredibly high turnover rate and thereby crucial for 
future successes.

Key Responsibilities
• identifying and setting up a CRM tool (first for central, then also for 

country teams) (Most likely: Microsoft Dynamics)
• creating and communicating standard sales procedures and automating 

them using the CRM software
• maintaining the CRM platform and adding new functionality for 

customer service programmes, in collaboration with the User 
Experience Officer

 
Key Requirements
• understands what a CRM platform is and how it could benefit project 

access
• willing to learn about managing a CRM platform and defining sales 

processes
• interested in business development

Why You Should Choose this Role
• amazing opportunity if you’re interested in business development, 

sales and marketing
• learn how to set up a CRM software from scratch
• unique opportunity to work with expensive CRM tools in a low-risk 

environment

Apply now.

https://projectaccess.typeform.com/to/vYzqHe


Own our Success.

Admissions Expert
As Admissions Expert you will research and identify the key skills applicants 
need to succeed with university applications and shape and advise our 
services on the basis of these insights. For example, you may find that 
certain tools for writing personal statements are really useful. You will then 
create materials that describe the tools and, for example, suggest to run 
workshops or create online videos teaching these tools.

Key Responsibilities
• identify general “soft” and “hard” skills needed to succeed with 

university applications
• liaise with admissions officers at top university to compile general 

catalogue of key skills required to succeed with applications
• create strategy for teaching applicants these skills, at the right time 

and in an appropriate format
• work together with operations team to make resources to acquire 

these skills available through our services and programmes
• disseminate knowledge about these skills across the organisation and 

country teams in particular
• empower country teams to help applicants acquire crucial admissions-

relevant skills

Key Requirements
• interest in people development, training and personal growth
• ability to identify thought models and tools that make acquisition of 

competencies and skills easier
• ability to formulate teaching plans and methodological standards for 

people development
• strong networking skills
• public speaking

Why You Should Choose this Role
• this role prepares perfectly for jobs in HR, recruitment, and people 

development
• you’ll acquire skills in developing teaching materials
• you’ll acquire a network with admissions officers around the world
• you’ll make project access more effective and scalable, helping 

thousands of young people

Project Access Incubator Success 
Owner
As Incubator Success Owner you will set goals for and support our newly 
founded teams’ local applicant cohort supervisors, who are in charge of 
securing the success of participants in our programmes in their country. You 
identify local needs, devise strategies for meeting these in collaboration 
with country teams and ensure country teams receive they support they 
need to achieve their goals from Project Access International.

Key Responsibilities
• gain in-depth knowledge of the particular requirements of applicants 

in your regions
• implement the organisation-wide strategy in your region
• communicate with and provide support to country teams
• instill a sense of ownership for the success of our applicants in country 

team members
• drive and contribute to product development sprints
• coordinate activities of your region with other regions and create 

resources and knowledge for project access to increase our effectiveness 
in the long run

Key Requirements
• experience with formulating and implementing goals with teams
• managerial skills, in particular communication skills
• strategic thinking
• tech-savvy
• passion for the project access cause

Why You Should Choose this Role
• leadership experience in agile framework
• possibility to drive results with immediate impact
• work at the intersection of technology, operations and project 

management
• relevant experience for leadership positions in any industry as well as 

consulting and technology

Regional Success Owners:
• Asia
• America (north and south)
• NE (Nothern Europe, inlcuding UK)
• SWE (Southern and Western Europe)
• CEE (Central and Eastern Europe)

As Regional Success Owner you will set goals for and support our country 
teams’ local applicant cohort supervisors, who are in charge of securing 
the success of participants in our programmes in their country. You identify 
local needs, devise strategies for meeting these in collaboration with 
country teams and ensure country teams receive they support they need 
to achieve their goals from Project Access International.

Key Responsibilities
• gain in-depth knowledge of the particular requirements of applicants 

in your regions
• implement the organisation-wide strategy in your region
• communicate with and provide support to country teams
• instill a sense of ownership for the success of our applicants in country 

team members
• drive and contribute to product development sprints
• coordinate activities of your region with other regions and create 

resources and knowledge for project access to increase our effectiveness 
in the long run

Key Requirements
• experience with formulating and implementing goals with teams
• managerial skills, in particular communication skills
• strategic thinking
• tech-savvy
• passion for the project access cause

Why You Should Choose this Role
• leadership experience in agile framework
• possibility to drive results with immediate impact
• work at the intersection of technology, operations and project 

management
• relevant experience for leadership positions in any industry as well as 

consulting and technology

Apply now.

https://projectaccess.typeform.com/to/vYzqHe
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